Abstract. Let A" be any topological space, and C(X) the space of bounded continuous functions on X. We give a nonstandard characterization of weak convergence of a net of bounded linear functionals on CiX) to a tight Baire measure on X. This characterization applies whether or not the net or the individual functionals in the net are tight. Moreover, the characterization is expressed in terms of the values of an associated net of countably additive measures on all Baire sets of X; no distinguished family, such as the family of continuity sets of the limit, is involved. As a corollary, we obtain a new proof that a tight set of measures is relatively weakly compact.
1. Introduction. Let X be an arbitrary topological space, CiX) the Banach space of all bounded continuous real-valued functions on X (with the sup norm), and CiX)d the space of bounded linear functionals on CiX). The weak topology (or more precisely, the weak-star topology) on CiX)d is the topology generated by the subbase {{</>: <p(/) < a),f E CiX), a E R). Thus, a net {<t>a}aeD converges weakly to d> (written </>"=><>) if and only if $aif) ~*"K/) f°r all/ e CiX). This notion is of fundamental importance in probability, where one considers the weak topology relativized to the space of all Baire (or Borel) probability measures on X. If ( ju.a) is a net of measures, ¡xa => ft if and only if ffd¡ia -> //d\i for all/ E CiX).
In this paper, we give a nonstandard characterization of weak convergence of a net {</>a}a(EO in CiX)d to a tight countably additive Baire measure. The characterization involves an associated net {fia}ae*o OI" countably additive Baire measures on X. \ia is obtained from a Loeb measure as introduced by Peter A. Loeb [5] and a measure-preserving map. Measure-preserving maps in nonstandard analysis were first used in special cases by Loeb [6] followed by the first author [1] ; a general theory based on them will be given in [2] .
One aspect of the characterization is particularly noteworthy. Even in the simplest cases, standard characterizations involve a subclass of the Baire sets which depends on the limit measure. For example, if {P") is a sequence of probability measures on R, P"->P does not imply P"(A) -» P(A) for all Baire or even all open Baire A. Indeed, we can guarantee Pn(A) -> P(A) only when A is a continuity set for P, i.e. the topological boundary of A is a T'-null set. Note that the class of continuity sets is not defined intrinsically in terms of the sequence [Pn] , but only in terms of the limit P.
In the nonstandard characterization, all Baire sets are treated alike. We shall see that </>" converges weakly essentially if jiia(7?) = fiß(B) for all infinite a, ß E *D and all Baire B e X (an element a G *Z> is said to be infinite if a > ß for all ß E D).
Based on the characterization, we give a new proof of a result of Varadarajan, that a tight set of functionals is relatively weakly compact in the space of Baire measures.
Special cases of these results have been treated independently by the authors. In his dissertation [9] , the second author gave a similar characterization of weak convergence in compact metric spaces. In [1] , the first author used the essential elements of the proof in giving a new proof of Donsker's Theorem on the weak convergence of random walks to Brownian motion. The general results in this paper appear in the dissertation of the first author [3] .
Loeb has pointed out that a result related to Lemma 2(iii) appeared in a paper of his concerning potential theory [6, Theorem 4.9] . He showed that maximal representing measure, obtained in a fashion analogous to our construction of jti^ was tight and gave approximately correct integrals to certain special continuous functions. The technique he used to calculate these integrals is the same as ours. This part of Loeb's work was completed prior to our work on weak convergence.
D. W. Müller [8] has given a nonstandard characterization of tight measures and used this to give a nonstandard proof of the Donsker-Prokhorov invariance principle. Miiller's condition for tightness forms an important part of the characterization given here. Our result extends his in the following ways: it gives a characterization of weak convergence itself, rather than tightness; it applies to nontight nets of measures; and it applies to topological spaces, instead of metric spaces.
We shall assume that the reader is familiar with nonstandard analysis. An excellent introduction to the subject is given by Stroyan and Luxemburg [10] .
2. Characterization of weak convergence. Let (X, ?P) be an arbitrary topological space. The Baire algebra % on A is the smallest a-algebra such that every / G C(X) is % -measurable. We may replace ?P by 5", the weakest topology on X such that every/ G C(X) is continuous. Thus, ?T is generated by the subbase {{x E X: f(x) < a), f E C(X), a E R}. This does not change %, C(X), C(X)d, or the weak topology on C(X)d. Any topological terms used in what follows will be understood with respect to ?T rather than 9"'. Note that, since S" c 9', any "iP-compact set is compact.
Let f be the algebra generated by {(x E X: fix) < a), f E CiX), a E R}. It is well known [11, Theorem 6, p . 165] that, if <p E CiX)d, there is a finitely additive measure v¿. f -^>R such that <p(/) = fxfdv^ for all / E CiX).
If u is any measure, let || w|| denote the total variation norm. Let 9lt be the set of countably additive Baire measures such that || u|| is finite. We may consider 'Dit as a subset of CiX)d.
Let *X be the nonstandard extension of X in a x-saturated enlargement, where 9" has a base of cardinality < k. For any x E A", let w(x) denote the monad of x, flre^er*^ The standard part relation is defined by x = st(y) if y E mix). Since X need not be Hausdorff, st need not be a function. However, if B, C E <&, and B n C is empty, then st_1(fi) n sr'(C) is empty.
Suppose Vq is an internal finitely additive measure on *^and 0||jv+|| < oo. Let Livç) denote the Loeb measure generated by v^, i.e. the completion of the Caratheodory extension of °v<t> to a countably additive measure on ai*'S), the a-algebra generated by *(5; let Li* §) be the algebra of measurable sets in this completion. For details of the construction of Loeb measures, see [5] .
Suppose T EX. Write/ c T if f E CiX), \\f\\ < 1 and/(x) = 0 for all x £ T. A c CiX)d is said to be tight if {||«p||: c> E A) is bounded and, for
each e E R+, there exists a compact K E X such that |<X/)| < e for all <í> E A and all/ c Kc. <p E CiX)d is said to be tight if {<p} is. Let 9H, = { u 6 M: u is tight}. </> E *C(A'Yy is said to be S-tight if °||<f>|| < oo and, for each e E R + , there exists K C X compact such that/ c Kc implies |<f>(*/)| < e. An internal finitely additive measure v^ on *5F is said to be near-standardly concentrated if \LivJ\i*X -nsi*X)) = 0.
Suppose Vç is near-standardly concentrated. If/ E CiX), sr'({x E X:fix) < a}) = (x E ns(**): ° */(*) < «} = ns(*A-)n lj{^e **: */(*)<«-± J) EL(*f).
Hence, for any Ü6«, sr'OB) E L(*f). Thus, /^(5) = L(^)(st-' (5)) defines a countably additive measure on % ; in other words, w^ E 911. The proof of the following lemma is elementary and will be omitted. (i) is trivial.
(ii) There exists K compact such that f e Kc implies <p(*f) < e. For A c 7 G 5", let fr = (S6 *<$: *K c 5 c *T, v^(Sc) < e). We shall show that ^T is nonempty.
If k E K, there exists a neighbourhood Vk of k and fk E C(X) with 0 < fk < 1, fk\v = 0 and fk\TC = 1, by Lemma 1. Since K is compact, a finite collection Vk,..., Vk¡¡ covers K. Let/ = fktA ■ • ■ A/*"-Then/ c Kc and f\TC = 1. Let 5 = {x" E *X: *f(x) < I). Then 5 e"*<5, *K e S E *T. v*{Sc)<( *f dv^ <p(*f) < t. •'nst»*) -/ns(**)
•/A_ 2Note added in proof. This statement of the result in terms of the weak-star monad was suggested by Loeb. This point of view is central to his forthcoming article, " Weak limits and the standard part map". Since this is true for all/ G C(X), p., ¡ia, and \iß all agree on all Baire sets, i.e.,
Conversely, suppose va is near-standardly concentrated and ju,a = ju^ for all infinite a, ß. Let ¡l be the common value of ¡ia. By Lemma 2(iii), ju, G 91t, and +»(*/) =* //* for all/ G C(X). Hence <*>"(/) -» //rfu, and so <pa =* /x. Corollary 5. Suppose X is compact and {<j>a}a<ED is a net in C(X)d with \\<pa\\ bounded. Then <¡>a converges weakly to an element of 91L if and only if ¡ia = ¡iß for all infinite a, ß E *D. In this case, the common value of ¡xa for infinite a is the weak limit.
Proof. Since X is compact, 911 = 91L, and ns(*A) = *X. Hence, the result follows from Theorem 4. 
